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RaƟ onale & Background: 
Methodology:
Findings: 
We are currently revising our Master of Business (Philanthropy and Nonprofi t Studies) 
curriculum. The revised course should meet the needs of Australian nonprofi t managers, 
and have a strong evidence base. To date, no study of this kind has been undertaken in 
Australia (Wenzel 2014). While the NACC guidelines (NACC 2015) are helpful, we need to 
ensure the skills taught meet the needs of Australian nonprofi t managers (Wang & AshcroŌ  
2012). DiMaggio (1988) once asked the quesƟ on: “ Is there a set of generic skills that 
managers of nonprofi ts … fi nd necessary and suﬃ  cient to perform their duƟ es eﬀ ecƟ vely?” 
(p. 51).  Hence the core research quesƟ on: What are the skills non-profi t managers need?
Authors:   Dr Craig Furneaux, Associate Professor Stuart 
Tooley and Mr James Gumley
A core set of skills were idenƟ fi ed, along with supporƟ ng skills. Some skills (e.g. 
epidemiology), were context specifi c. Some skills were relaƟ vely new, so appear as 
periferal (e.g. social media).  Thus in response to the quesƟ on posed by DiMAggio, yes there 
are a set of skills which seem generic to nonprofi t managers as these are consistent across 
a range of studies and a range of contexts. However there are also a set of skills which are 
context specifi c. See graph over page. Future work will need to consider skills needed by 
managers working in organisaƟ ons of diﬀ erent sizes, fi elds, and which use diﬀ erent technol-
ogies (DiMaggio 1998), or work at diﬀ erent levels need diﬀ erent skills.  
 
 
A systemaƟ c review of the literature was undertaken (Rosseau, Manning and Denyer 2008). 
In a literature synthesis, empirical research publicaƟ ons provide the informaƟ on from which 
data is collected, and are treated as cases (WhiƩ emore and Knafl  2005). There were 
surprisingly few  published studies on the skills nonprofi t managers need. 27 were found 
and included in this study. Data was converted into a co-occurrence matrix, which mapped 
the number of Ɵ mes the skills were menƟ oned together in the published research. This 
matrix was then analysed using mulƟ -dimensional scaling. MulƟ -dimensional scaling is a 
form of correspondence analysis which visualises similariƟ es in data in a virtual space 
(Myers and Mullet 2003). 
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